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Book Review by Christopher Flannery 

guishable from the neofascists down the street. 
And the afflicted citizenry? Sheep. And not just 
your garden variety, easily bewildered, too easily 
led but lovable lambs. No, these are sheep worth 
loathing. 

Vidal concedes that Americans today are 
endangered by an "absolutist religious order," 
but the danger emanates from the U.S. Justice 
Department and the Supreme Court, where a 
Christian conspiracy is afoot that traces its roots 
back to real fascists. The immediate occasion for 
Vidal's book is the September 11, 2001, attack 
on United States for which Osama bin Laden 

credit, but the book consists mainly of old 
from Fair and The Nation on 

other subjects. Most its pages are devoted to 
Timothy McVeigh and the bombing of the 

P. Federal Building in Oklahoma 
City on April 19, 1995. "With both bin 
and McVeigh/' writes Vidal, "I thought it useful 
to describe the various provocations on our side 
that drove them to such terrible acts" and make 
them "understandable." 

Conspiracy theorists to this day continue to 
spe:cm.ate (with Vidal) that McVeigh was con, 

with international Islamist terror net, 
wc1rK.s--m1r that is tame stuf£ Vidal wants his 

........... v�., ..... v to consider the possibility that 
bombing was a cortSPJtrac:v 

.................. . , .... government "" ... .... ca. ... v�v'"""' 

burning the Reichstag in 
,..,.,.f'"t'\.,..,. strengthening of the 

rP'f'f"A1'"-1"""11l''P state. And September 11? Well, it 
to keep an open mind. 

always liked to be a naughty 
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boy, but it is hard for him to 
His perverse passions are beyond 
comes across as an aging scold, d.e1sperate1v 
plying the rouge. give him his 
pretend to aroused by a remarkable 
objects. get a sense of his range, tmag:me 
sporting with ironic pride World 
form and wandering around his mea.1e:va1 
of Ravello, crying from the heart: 
Ruby Ridge and Waco-and stop persec1Lltlrtg 
the pedophilesf' But although 
ages to be eccentric, intemperate, 
it is primarily lazy. 

He markets his book as a work 
and political ............ ,, 44£.�' 

for even the most 
tion. In truth, arrJnotlS!n 
inadvertently am.us1ng, 
tired old news. 

American tour to promote 
greeted with gleeful 
audiences of college stu.ae:nrs 



{"\Ui'>t'hl[l"\U;'t'\ 

fans who knew as well as Vidal and his publish, 
ers that anti.-Americanism is as American as 
apple pie, and sells like hotcakes. 

STILL, THE OLD NEWS DOES TAKE ON A 

fresh significance in the world made new by 
the events of September 11. And it is in op, 

position to both the old and the new anti--Ameri� 
canism that William Bennett writes his book. 

Bennett writes at the end of 2001, not about 
the military battle but about the "battle of public 
opinion" that accompanies it, that can decisively 
affect it, and that promises to continue for a long 
time to come. Bennett is, of course, engaged 
in this battle. writes to defend and sustain 
what he regards as the encouraging response of 
America to the attacks of September 11-the 
unity, patriotism, and, in particular, the right� 
eous anger, that are necessary conditions for a 
successful prosecution of the war. This patriotic 
response needs to be defended because of 
barrage of arguments that descended upon it 
immediately from he calls America's "peace 
party": America brought the attacks upon itself; 
the President's rhetoric of "good" and "evil" is 
more dangerous than the terrorist threat; this is 
a "mad rush to war"; we must above all beware 
of"Islamophobia" and overreaction; conflict 
confrontation never solve anything; we must 
seek a multilateral solution, etc. 

But the arguments of the "peace party" are 
merely the latest expression of a deep--rooted 
intellectual and civic disposition,. which Bennett 
(borrowing the term) calls the u debellicization" 
of America. His book is intended, so to speak, to 
rebellicize America. He wants to help restore the 
political conviction in the American mind that 
seemed to have been lost but came forcefully 
to life on September 11-namely, that "some 
things are worth fighting and dying for," and that 
America and Western Civilization are certainly 
among them. 

Bennett's strategic intellectual concern must 
therefore be the ��adversary culture''-the moral 
relativists, postmodernists, multiculturalists, 
and assorted Leftists entrenched in American 
educational and cultural institutions-who have 
successfully taught a generation of Americans 
that on the one hand nothing is right or wrong 
and on the othet America and Western Civiliza ... 
tion are great evils. 

Bennett is determined, but he is not opti .. 
rrnst1c. �o deeply rooted are the Left's disabling 
i.c::ie:3LS t:hatit will be a "work of generations" to 

>ro<)t t:he1m and replace them with healthier 
��deep revolution in consciousness," 

a "vc:tst relea1mit1g," must take place before 
Altnelri.c:3L ca.n fully regain the "moral clarity" that 
is ne:ed,ed. While our armed forces are doing 
tl1ei1� wnrlc--anld long after they are done-our 

politicians and public officials, clergymen, moth .. 
ers and fathers, and above all "educators, at every 
leveL" must undertake this larger work. They 
must restore to public authority the reasoned 
ground for distinguishing right from wrong 
and for defending America and the civilization 
it represents. 

If there is any cause for optimism in this 
endeavor, it lies in something like the following 
reflections. Reason-and even, surprisingly, 
tory-is on the side of"the good guys:' The case 
that there is a rational ground for distinguishing 
good from evil, for example� is just intrinsically 
stronger than the alternatives that have been 
fashionable for so many years. And the intellec .. 
tual exhaustion of these nihilist alternatives pro, 
duces, with each new terrorist attack, a stronger 
odor of overripe fruit. The strained attempts by 
Stanley Fish in recent months to demonstrate the 
moral seriousness of postmodernism are a case in 
point: "Stand up and fight for ... whatever!" 

Great ratiocination, to be sure, is still re .. 
quired-will always be required-on behalf of 
common sense and common decency. But the 
efforts are interesting, and each small victory 
adds relish to the work. And as reason regains 
the ground that has been ceded for so long to the 
various lunacies of the Left (and Right), a more 
fair and balanced-a more reasonable-view of 
history cannot help but follow. 

In this reasoned view, Western Civilization 
has nothing to fear from comparisons. Quite 
the contrary, the rediscovery of its glories (and 
the increasingly vivid contrasts with the alter .. 

natives) has every chance of inspiring a global 
renaissance. As for America, its detractors and 
debunkers have made their case for many, many 
years. The title of Gore Vidal's book, for ex-
ample, is taken from that pioneering debunker, 
progressive historian Charles Beard, whose work 
was exciting 80 years ago, around the time Mr. 
Vidal was born. The lasting influence of Beard's 
work does indeed demonstrate that bad (and 
fully refuted) ideas can last a long time and do 
a lot of damage. And certainly there are able 
successors to Beard who continue quite energeti� 
cally to spread false rumors about America. But 
as for the future, when the old panjandrums of 
political correctness have assumed eternal emer� 
itus standing, will American students continue 
to be taught ad nauseam that America is evil to 
the core? There is a good fighting chance that 
they will not. If truth is intrinsically stronger 
than slander-and it is-there is reason to hope 
that things will change, so long as the champions 
of truth stick to their guns. 

In the (optimist's) future, the ravings of 
Gore Vidal and the anti� American diatribes 
of his high-salaried comrades in the "adversary 
culture" will be gathering dust in the museum of 
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twentieth century intellectual malice. A fair and 
informed history will teach a coming generation 
of students, in Bennett's words, that whatever 
may be America's many faults, 

we have provided more freedom to more 
people than any nation in the history of 
mankind; that we have provided a greater 
degree of equality to more people than 
any nation in the history of mankind; 
that we have created more prosperity, and 
spread it more widely, than any nation 
in the history of mankind; that we have 
brought more justice to more people than 
any nation in the history of mankind; that 
our open, tolerant, prosperous, peaceable 
society is the marvel and of the 

IF OUR 
11

VAST RELEARNING
" 

IS ULTIMATELY 

to succeed, Bennett argues that it must 
especially recover "the American " 

the American "vision." But what is that vision? 
Dinesh D'Souza has some ideas about this, and 
they are, as usual, engaging and provocative. 

If you have a ring in your nose, a tongue stud, 
loads of tattoos, spiked hair, an � .  __ ��� . .  __ esti
mation of your own authenticity, no particular 
interest in America, and absolutely no ability to 
aid in her defense, D'Souza wants to talk with 
you. Bill Bennett writes deliberately in anger; 
D'Souza writes in love. As Pericles appealed to 
ancient Athenians to fall in love with Athens, 
D'Souza would show contemporary Americans, 
and especially America's pierced and tattooed 
youth, the good in America that should make 
them love their country. It is urgently neces
sary to articulate this good in the immediate 
circumstances, not only because American and 
Western intellectuals have done so much to 
obscure it, but because our Islamist enemies are 
themselves animated by "an intelligent and even 
profound assault on the very basis of America 
and the West." 

D'Souza, like Bennett, writes to defend 
American patriotism. He defends it not only 
against American detractors, but against Euro
pean, Asian, and in particular Islamic critics of 
America and the West. An adequate defens_e, he 
rightly argues, requires "an examination of first 
principles:' A "genuine patriot loves his country 
not only because it is his, but • . . because it is 
good:' But D'Souza differs explicitly with Ben
nett and other �·cultural conservatives" because 
they identify America's goodness with out
dated ideas like the principles of the American 
Founders. They do not take sufficiently into 
account the "moral revolution" that took place in 
America in the 1960s and 70s, as a consequence 
of which ��America became a different country." 
As a result of this revolution, ··a new morality is 



ROGER now entrenched and pervasive" in An1erica, and 
it is not only imprudent but wrong not to try to 
accommodate it. 

The new morality-the new America-is 
especially to be found among American youths. 
And D'Souza's book is in part an attempt to 
reach out to them, which he thinks conservatives 
like Bennett are incapable of doing. To reach out 
to them, he accepts what he takes to be their vi� 
sion-the new morality-at least up to a point. 

AT THE ROOT OF THIS NEW MORALITY IS 

a new vision of" freedom:' The found, 
ers understood human freedom to be 

intelligible only within a moral order that exists 
and can be understood independently of indi, 
vidual passions and interests and that must be 
nurtured within an authoritative tradition. The 
new freedom, inherited mainly from Rousseau, 
is the freedom of the individual to "determine 
what is good" unencumbered by any external 
"moral order" or principles or traditions. 
It is an " inner freedom," an "authenticity" 
that can be found only through the genuine 
expression of the "self:' This "ethic of authen, 
ticity" has even been endorsed, and perfectly 
encapsulated, by the Supreme Court, ''when 
it declared (in 1992] that all Americans have 
a 'right to define one's own concept of exis, 
renee, of meaning, of the universe, and of the 
mystery of human life:" This is now the idea 
that ''America stands for"; this is the vision to 
which we owe "moral allegiance." 

To personify the new American, D'Souza 
conjures from his experience uthe Starbucks 
guy"-with "the Mohawk hair, the earrings, 
the nose ring, the studs on his forehead and 
tongue, the tattoos." The Starbucks guy would 
dismiss people like Bennett or Robert Bork as 
"fascists," ��enemies of freedom," "un, American," 
"self .. righteous mullah(s]," trying to take away 
his "inalienable right to determine his own des, 
tiny, to make his own choices." And D'Souza 
thinks the Starbucks guy is largely right. First, 
because in a democratic society it is impossible 
to ��enforce norms based on a moral order that is 
no longer shared by the community." The new 
freedom has become "America's core value." It is 
fruitless and even un.-American to oppose this 
new American vision. But, in addition, Rous .. 
seau's idea of freedom is at least partly true. 
Conservatives should "embrace it," if somewhat 
gingerly. They should "acknowledge the legiti-
macy of the ideal of authenticity." They could 
then engage the Starbucks guy in conversation, 
leading him from his mantra "I can choose for 
myself' to the question "What are you going 
to choose?" and' from his insistence on "the 
autonomy choice" to /(some substantive un, 
derstanding of the good life." 

II [T] he question of the content of the good 
life/' says D'Souza, is the central question both 
for Western Civilization and for the American 
founders. The new· morality of the 1960s and 
1970s abandoned that question. Celebrating 
their "radical freedom," the new Americans 
ceased to ask "what that freedom is for." It is the 
conservatives' challenge to resurrect that ques, 
tion. "Their mission . .. is to steer the American 
ethic of authenticity to its highest manifestation 
and to ennoble freedom by showing it the path 
to virtue:' 

D'Souza's rhetorical (and logical) problem is 
that he has presented the "path to virtue" as the 
path to a dead past, the path to nowhere. Having 
buried the old America (alongside Western Civ .. 
ilization), he wants to invite the Starbucks guy 
to join it and, even more difficult, he then wants 
to summon the corpse to the defense of the new 

America and the Starbucks guy for which it 
stands. Praising the heroes of September 11 and 
the armed forces on which American liberties 
and civilization itself depend, D'Souza sensibly 
writes: "Authenticity, thank God, is not the op-
erating principle of the U.S. military. America's 
enemies should not expect to do battle against 
the Starbucks guy." Suddenly the America that 
had died a few pages earlier is revived and sent 
into battle. It becomes the "older, sturdier cul-
ture of courage, nobility, and sacrifice . . . that 
will protect the liberties of all Americans, in.
duding that of the Starbucks guy." 

D'Souza is right to want to make Am,edca, 
and virtue, and conservatives more appealing 
to American youth (though the Starbucks guy 
is not very promising material). But he under, 
estimates what the principles of the American 
founders have to contribute to this. The found, 
ers' idea of freedom is more robust than he real.
izes. As for Rousseau, D'Souza underestimates 
his potency as well. Roussea ' ac unfet, 
tered freedom contributes mightily to doctrines 
of unfettered wilL The "noble savage" does not 
have to travel far to meet the ublond beast:' The 
"ethic of authenticity" is not the ground on which 
to build if we are to ennoble American freedom. 
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ROSENBLATT JOINS BENNETT AND 
1za in defending the American 
,f life:' He, too, has written a book 

'-- _ __ _ __ country." But Rosenblatt accurate .. 
ly presents himself as "the conventional liberaL" 
On the one hand, he departs decisively from 
the anti.-American Left in having affectionate 
respect for ordinary Americans, in wanting "to 
make a case for preserving the core values of the 
country," and in his belief that "the country has ... 
done more to benefit the rest of the world than 
any in history." On the other hand, he despises 
"purveyors of simple--minded virtue, like Wil" 
liam Bennett." It is, therefore, no simple.-minded 
book that he writes. 

Rosenblatt has barely finished professing his 
"love of country" before his liberal conscience 
compels him to assure the reader that this is 
no "unalloyed love." It is "complicated." He 

will, indeed, try to make a case for pre.
serving America's "core values," but at the 
same time he will be arguing on behalf of 
"all the oddities and nonsense that make 
us us." Alas, the core is immediately and 
hopelessly lost in the complications. The 
book-and America-fragments into 
oddities, and especially into nonsense. The 
30 "love songs" deliberately meander from 
one jejune paradox or self, celebratory self
contradiction to the next. What Rosenb
latt proudly thinks he finds at America's 
core is a ''clear inner confession of mixed 
feelings." But this is really a work more of 

introspection than of observation. What he has 
discovered is the confusion of his own conven, 
tionalliberal souL 

Although his age would seem to make this 
impossible, Rosenblatt writes as if he were a 
graduate of the self-esteem curriculum that has 
prevailed in America in recent years. He is "sure 
that (his] book contains some lulus of errors and 
porous arguments," but so what! He writes it 
anyway, because "I felt like writing it, felt like 
saying anything I chose to say, and knew that 
I had the freedom to say it:' Give him at least a 
gold star for honesty-he is right about the lulus 
and the pores. To mention a few: When trying 
to talk reverently about the founders, he mis� 
takes Hamilton for Madison; he discovers that 
"the Constitution • . •  states that government 
has no right to prevent free expression"; and he 
has the odd recollection that "Clinton was not 
impeached:' 

As if to complete the liberal stereotype, 
Rosenblatt gives us a weepy book, in which the 
author goes misty on us and wants us to share 
his weepiness, and in which America is lovable in 
part because it is inclined to be weepy, too. But 
he is not done. 

Rosenblatt is celebrated on his dust jacket 
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he lashed to the fender of his Dodge touring car 
the trip back to camp. Pershing referred to 

Patton affectionately as "my bandit:' 
For the most part, these professional soldiers 

labored in obscurity. Brigadier General "Fight-
Fred" Funston did achieve contemporary 

fame when he helped end the Philippine War 
by capturing rebel leader Emilio Aguinaldo. 
Funston used friendly Filipino natives to pose 
as reinforcements for Aguinaldo's These 
counterfeit rebels 'guarded" Funston and four 

American officers who pretended to be 
prisoners of war. They infiltrated the rebels' heav, 
ily guarded camp in the remote mountains of 
northeastern Luzon and seized Aguinaldo, who 
later a proclamation accepting American 
sovereignty and calling on comrades to give 
up the struggle. 

C E RTAIN POINTS STAND OUT FROM READ, 
ing Boot's account. wars 
happen. The United is global 

with strategic, political, and 

ing small 

tively little attention to the seemingly obscure 
civil war that continued to rage there. Much of 
this neglect was perhaps understandable. It will 
not be so in the future. We cannot assume the 
last small war has been fought in and around 
Central Asia. 

1 Third, small wars often lead not to clean, 
quick exits but to messy long#term commit
ments. Americans cannot expect to "butcher and 
bolt:' the blunt expression that Boot takes from 
the British Army in India, describing punitive 
expeditions into hostile territory. President Clin
ton may have promised that the United States 
would be out of Bosnia in a year, but he knew 
better, and we should too. Americans ought not 
aspire to govern other peoples as an end in itsel£ 
But history shows that we will often be forced to 
do so-as in the Philippines after the Spanish
American War, Haiti in 1915, the Dominican 
Republic in 1916, as well as the "big war" occupa
tions of Germany and Japan-or at least to work 
with the locals to see that some measure of good 
governance is in place. The ultimate success of 
small wars often turns on 'araining the swamp;' 

and figuratively, that rise to the 
problem in first place. 

Boot persuasively that American oc-
improved the short�term 
the standpoint of health, 

mt:rast:rw:tu1re the of law, 

a century after the 
....... . ... -r • .-u intervention. But the cases of Germany 

the Philippines, which shows a 

stubbornly democratic culture years after gaining 
mc1ep�enaet1ce from the United States-indicate 

oa1t1et1ce and commitment to good, demo 
cratic governance can pay real dividends. 

Finally, the best perhaps that American mili
tary power can do to support democracy abroad 
is to help maintain, in critical regions, the m�erall 
security and peace. The success of the United 
States in World War II and the Cold War led 
to one way of thinking about how to maintain 
regional stability-being prepared to deter and 
fight big wars. The Cold War featured small wars 
but they were regarded as sideshows, to 
be viewed in the context of a possible big war. 

... .... ... J, ... .,.. ... ... L we , fought a small war big war 
imprudently Boot concludes), and 

The uniformed military vowed to fight 
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when public support was manifest, the applica
tion of force overwhelming, the definition of vic
tory obvious, with an agreed#upon "exit strategy" 
to terminate any American occupation. Victory 
in Iraq (the Gulf War) seemed to confirm this 
modeL American officers developed a great aver
sion to fighting in difficult places, in cities 
jungles and mountains, where the line between 
combatant and civilian is difficult if not impos.
sible to determine. That is, the military-and 
its civilian leadership, for the most part-lost 
confidence in the value and feasibility of fighting 
small wars. 

T HE HISTORICAL RECORD RECOUNTED 
by Boot, however, demonstrates that 
Americans are pretty good at 

wars, and small wars have an important 
in U.S. national strategy. American sol,ctlers 
sailors have demonstrated the 
courage, and resolution to fight and win 
least endure) the costs and risks 
But he goes too far by creating a 
between big and small wars and drawing absolute 
conclusions, such wars cannot be 
with big war be sure, 
techniques needed to attack a terrorist 
pacify a failed state differ in , n-.,1'"'\r.••r_,,,"r 

events of the past 
big war ms:nn<:no•n 
ing down: Americans 
of conflict involving sm1uJ.tat1ecms1v 
rogue states, and major powers. 

Most importantly, there needs be a strate
gic connection between military operations of all 
kinds. The United States once fought wars 
overseas principally to prevent wars, or to see 
that big wars were fought on the most L Q. Y 'V L a._.. ........ 

terms. In the future, the United States 
undertake smaller-scale military op,erattons, 
conjunction 
law enforcement agencies, and 
to prevent the equivalent of a 
casualty, civilization-threatening att:acJKs--1:ro1m 
occurring again on American soiL 

is a 



SYM POSIUM 

THE PATH TO VICTORY 
DAYS AF TER THE FIENDISH ATTACKS ON NEW YORK CITY AND WASHINGTON, D.C., George 

its leader, Osama 

aiding, or harboring terrorists would 

launched punishing airstrikes on 

sea, and air forces 

published an essay 

considered an enemy the 

the 

Afghanistan's 

titled 

Codevilla, professor of international relations at Boston 

defense that the U.S. on r.c>.-... " .. '' " .-n 

::1nnnrer:�::�rv of September 11 approaches-and as the war enters its second 

...... , ....... .. ;_ ...... ..... ........... commentators to on Codevilla's assessment war. His reply follows. 

movte stadiums, parades, tour, 
graduation quadrangles-who 

Bush 



srrare2:�c import. 
similar are prtC>ITL1S1.ng 
of the serious 

identified a few mo�nttts 
coJm:r1o1.u:e to a genuine 

actions are 

bQUlJ:,Plltl\!:1 training, funding, and nN,PrUll<�P 
Iraqi National Congress 

to serve as an opposition umbrella 
group in -an essential ingredient to the 
liberation that country and to giving it a 
chance and stability post�Saddam. 

� Providing whatever financial, informational, 
material support is needed to the 

Iranian people end the theocrats' m 

our en«�mtes, 
Complementing other defensive measures at 
home by building and deploying at once 
tive ballistic missile attack. 
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administrations. 
Indeed, Codevilla 

so much as the Radical Ke·pmmcans 
Lincoln throughout 
prudence and • .......,, '"" .. ,, ... rr 

that Lincoln 
for his timidity. 

and Clinton Administrations. 
Union speech laid out a new rore12:n 
Bush Administration now 





CODEVILLA 

component of which he has misunderstood for 
years) can be dismissed out of hand. His argu� 
ment amounts to saying that they are no good 
because they are not perfect. No one claims they 
are. No one believes that "passive anti� terrorism" 
suffices. That something is not sufficient does 
not mean that it is not necessary. At great length, 
Codevilla smashes a straw man. His claim that 
going al�Qaeda is a diversion rests on the 
assumption terrorist organizations are just 
fronts for state intelligence services. They are not. 
They gain from the assistance of such services as 
states benefit from the actions of ._._ ... ... '"' .. ... .., L  . .,. 
terrorist organizations arise and exist In<let,erl� 

state support. Consider one exaLmt,le: 
to what Codevilla implies, terrorists 

bombing an effective 
ag�llnl�t the United States long before 

started giving martyr bonuses to 
bombers' Another example: Codevilla 

that the use by terrorists of 
ties is a mark support by major league intel-

services. Are the responsible 
identity theft in the '-' .. .  ,, ... ............ 

they responsible 
arctuna the world on a 

2002 

Codevilla apparently thinks 
work because we 
faster than our slaughtering new ones 
because our strutting will cow our enemies. 
is proposing attrition warfare n'"�""" ,.'" t"  

for either the character of the 
or the domestic and international oout.tcs 
which we must operate. Codevilla epJttolmi�z;es 
the worst of narrow 
thinking made, if po:ssu,!e, 
case because shorn 
from responsibility. 

Conservatives conservative puoucat1or1s 
should beware tough--guy postur.mg. 
case, extremism in the defense 
and moderation in pursuit 
be virtue. 

Angelo M. Codevilla responds: 

IN THRE.E ARTICLES OVER THE 
amounting to some 
the classical notion 

other that fits the word?-to 
The gist 

emtoc•av terrorist causes; 
rhetoric 



restot�ect. to 
wa.smng1con hortatory 

not words, or even oe�?,Innmtg:s, 
policy-much less results. He is 

president through 
begun, much less with what he not 

begun, than that had better do as Codevilla and 
Gaffney prescribe. But does victory amount to 
following a set of policy prescriptions? 

Mackubin however, seems to ml!:;truce 
rneror1c for policy. Whereas Gaffney 

president must mean what he says, 
ens seems to that what the President 
amounts to actions already successfully to 
term. For the that the Bush team has 

done bring 
pniat:mce. Hence, .._ J •• " .... ... ,. 

pot1ct.er1ng: In 

point as welL But Buckley adds that the time 
such "strategic marksmanship" is past . Hes 

gloomier. whos right? 

Nation� Building? 

NO RMAN PODHORETz's cOMMENT 
continues a conversation . begun a 
decade ago on the first anniversary of 

the Gulf War when, as editor of Commentary, he 
published a controversial article of mine, "Mag� 
nificent, But Was It Wart' Podhoretz-bare* 
ly-let me argue that although U.S. troops had 
won the battle of Kuwait, the U.S. government 
had lost the Gulf War. Expelling Saddam from 
Kuwait, I argued, had been the wrong objective. 
Because Saddam's presence in Kuwait was but 
a symptom of the problem-a successful anti.
American regime-getting him out of Kuwait 
would give us brief symptomatic relief only. Pod.
horetz disagreed. Substitute "terrorist" for "Iraqi 
regime;' and his comment now is his argument 
a decade ago: "perhaps this campaign actually 
rh "''"""'r"'rl the (Iraqi regime, ] and perhaps those 

cutters sufficiently frightened 
regime] to induce second thoughts about 

other operations that were in 
vv ........ � .... .._·u�•';t:. Saddam's regime, 

the problem 
weak��ned. tllOtLQ'n Saddam was, 

me 
that embody 

causes-more regimes I proposed. 
notes the Younger's speech of Sep .. 
tember 20, and "taken seriously;' 

other speeches undermine my criticism 
war. Podhoretz would to take 

sot:�ec1:1es ser1ous1v. But he does not take them 
more seriously than I do. 

v -... ...... "" ...... ... ., wants to go further than Bush, 
and further than I proposed or propose to go. 
Forthrightly, he argues for establishing in 

logically, elsewhere as well) "temporary im .. 

control enough political 
space for sprouting of indigenous alternatives. 
And he hopes that those alternatives would 

��democracy economic health. In 
resoe1ctao1e group ranging from 
1 onnscm to Washington 

recognize now that the U.S. decision in 
to chase Franco .. British imperialism 

from the Middle East opened Pandora's box. 
They agree with me "the West, not Allah;' 

created today's Middle East and put it in the 
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hands of"a bunch 

to decent, prosperous, pe<lceJrut, 
they are admirably 

partment CIA, who to 
by the mirages that they themselves conjured up 
three generations ago. 

But we cannot undo that wrong. Thanks in 
part to America, Europe so changed cn;ara.ct<:�r 
that it is now part of the problem rather than 
solution. Imperialism is a difficult, un,Ameri .. 

can art. Neither Podhoretz nor I know of 
Americans fit for or inclined to imperial service . 

We are also without any compelling set of teach .. 
ings to impart that would cancel out the massive 
damage to local cultures that the 11best and 
brightest" from our universities wrought when 
they sold these peoples secular socialism. 
rebirth of Germany and Japan occurred Ll\:...\..a.u.'"" 

the remnants of Christian Democratic 
T aisho democratic culture, respectively, were 
strong enough. Nevertheless, the 
almost managed to make Adenauer 

into discredited puppets. 
next generation of 

doing to 
that 

government 
deaths have not made us 
rpa·, rn.l"'c:: that us. 

I suggest, prefer to believe 
that our own intellectual and 

nc1enc:1es are our main ..,. .. , ... 1"\ . ,.n-\ 

npt interesting that the 
used to urge deference to 

deference to the , ,  ... � . ........ .. r 

It Take? 

F RANK GAFFNEY PROPOSES AN IMPRESSIVE 
list of prescriptions 
I agree entirely. Bush team 

promised to buy. Others it 
as they say. But before considering wnten1er 
tory is the sum these or 
should note and how difficult 
ment in the teeth of the 



ments, the U.S. has taken no action against 
Arab government. Gaffney rightly notes 
news that President Bush, after "" .. 'nr, .. t-,, ..... ,.,. 

creation of a Palestinian state, 
the patently fraudulent "Saudi initiative," 

massively restraining Israel, has verbally 
conditioned the continuation of attitude 
on «numerous systemic, politicaL leadership 
changes" in the Palestinian Authority, if not in 
Saudi itself President Bush have 
seen thJ�OUl2:h 
But the 
tual problem. 

The 

switch" was never an intellec, 

status Saudi There 
writes Gaffney, that the Saudi 

be losing its privileged status 1n 
that it should no 
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a right to because the elites 
peoples are naturally sovereign 
they occupy, because 
grounds for distinguishing 
from robber bands. This 
neither self�evident nor compelled 
rigor. Until 1973, Westerners, not 
what uroyalties" royals should 
lucre, these Arabs were unable to nn:an<:e 
rorism and corruption that 
since the Paying such sums is svrno1:on1p 
atic of the same moral confusion 
that made it okay to be bought. 

Finally, Gaffney's premise is 
to his 

20 



............. .., .......... of speaking. Prudence involves good de# 
liberation leads to good actions. The two 
must which is why it little 

term prudence prospectively. 
comments consist of tru� 

.. prudence dictates when and how the 
policy is implemented, which in turn depends on 
the circumstances. applies them to concrete 

Iraq 

mate, 

precisely at was 
nicest in Iraq and getting worse in Afghanistan. 

Above all, the standpoint of pru� 
deuce-remember, it points to results, not ac.

tion or inaction-invading Afghanistan 
to be imprudent because Afghanistan 
to be the enemy's "center of gravity" (see Clause.
witz). The proof? Even though the military op .. 
eration was. successful, the Bush team (rightly) 
acted as if the threat of terrorism to Americans 
was undiminished. 

The Best and the Brightest 

WHEREAS OWENS DEFENDS THE Bush 
Administration's hesitancy as part 
of he believes is 

pursuit of David 
cause believes 

terrible 

po�>tUlrllll;?:.. to 
to speaking loudly 

He really does believe that 
enemies is a bad thing. 

course was the position of the 

and the brightest. Tucker's arguments against 
trying for victory recall those of 40 years ago:  
Osgood and Schelling and McGeorge Bundy 
and McNamara, not to mention those of the 
Henry Kissinger of the late 1960s and '70s, and 
later, Strobe Talbott. ''Enemies are endless," and I 
the attempt to secure ourselves through victory 
means endless war. If we succeed in defeating 
one set, "others will still seek to exploit our vul� 
nerabilities at home." Besides, peace and security 
are "unattainable. The real danger to America 
is ,.extremist" Americans who are "shorn of the 
restraint that comes from responsibility" and 
"epitomize the worst in narrow military think .. 
ing:' Straight out of McNamara's In 
All this talk is an excuse for avcndJln9" 

changes we 
life. Straight out of 

the fountainhead of 1960s anti.-Americanism, 
William Appleman Williams's The Tragedy of 
American Diplomacy. 

Tucker also has the U.S. intelligence com-
munity on his side. Full disclosure on my part: 
Between 1977 and 1985, my job was to oversee 
the budget and quality of operations of the U.S. 
intelligence community on behalf of the Senate 
Select Committee on Intelligence. During pain-
fully detailed reviews of operations, analyses, 
post--mortems, proposals, and even more pain .. 

ful involvement in internal controversies at the 
highest levels, having written volumes 
classified documents, including (largely) the 
1980 transition report for William Casey and 
Ronald Reagan, I came to highly critical con .. 
elusions about the agencies' understanding of 

In the literature, I published 
I 'Yi tr.l"�11",. 'rf'lrPrvt1n (McMillan, 1992) . I am the 

author of the eight .. volume series 
Pf1111f'P�PV!tc of the 1980s (R. Godson, 

editor) as as of many articles. Two directors 
of Central Intelligence have asked me to help se.
nior officials think through their problems, and 
I have taught courses in intelligence classified at 
the Codeword leveL 

Tucker accuses me of ''saying they are no 
good because they are not perfect." In fact, I 
think U.S. human intelligence is almost per.-
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fectly incompetent. 
What other term should we apply to the 

lowing record? Whenever we have gotten wind .. 

falls of information about our agent networks in 
key countries, it has turned out that all or 
all were actually working for hostile intelligence 
services and feeding us information cooked to 
their masters' tastes. In the case of Cuba, it was 

In the case of East Germany, it was 
but three. In the case of Soviet 
drich Ames and Robert 
the names of all Russians who were wo,rklln9" 

us and, since they were in charge of vetting 
all new recruits, made sure that we accepted 
real agents single courier 
that the KGB sent our 

The causes of this 
casional traitor than 
neither in the CIA nor in the FBI is 
control function of counter .. intelligence 
pendent. It's as if Arthur Andersen were actu .. 
ally a subsidiary ofEnron. Second, CIA and FBI 
officials have too often been rewarded for 
higher .. ups what they want to 

The agencies' performance in the war on 
terrorism has been all too predictable. Lacking 
sources of their own, they depend on Arab 
son sevices. CIA sources boasted to Time maga .. 
zine that America now gets much of its .,1-... .., r""rr•.

information about "al.-Qaeda" and the Septem .. 

ber 11 conspiracy from one Muhammed 
mar Zammar, who, the Syrian General Security 
directorate tells us, it has in prison. We do not 
know the relationship between Syria and Mr. 
Zammar, because Americans are not allowed to 
see him. CIA submits written questions to the 
Syrian government, which then gives us 
it claims are Mr. Zammar's answers. CIA ex .. 

presses satisfaction because the Syrians may 
torturing those answers out of Zammar. What 
reason does the CIA have to believe that those 
answers are coming from Zammar at all, rather 
than from meetings of Syrian and other 
officials who bat around the question: 
we want the Americans to think 

It so happens that what the 
ments want the u.s. government to r n 1 n v·

namely that terrorism is spontaneous reac .. 
don of good people throughout 
to scandalously pro .. Jewish 

U.S. government at 
fear from its own "extremists" as it 
Arabs, and that as Tucker put it, or# 
ganizations arise and exist independent of state 
support"-is precisely what much of 
government wants to hear. Consider the 
of July 4, 2002, when, after an Egyptian 
ried out a suicide mass shooting of Israelis 
Americans at Los Angeles International airport, 
the FBI spokesman declared: "There is nothing 



WILLIAM BUCKLEY� 
has written 
ately on 

was searched at an .... . ..... ,..,. ...... .. �.,...,.,n1-11rr 1 

the capacity the U.S. government to 
protect us. People know in their bones that they 
reflect incompetence. Buckley, along Pod� 
horetz, it significant that no 

struck us since the a.J.L'-""4 """" attac.�.<cs 
down the Capitol in uc:tol,er-,onJ.v 

on July 

.. 2002 

than to economies. Nothing ......... ,, ...... ,_, v  

confidence in its of life more 
impression that the people#in#charge 

nothing earns 
a government's failure to 

That is why the U.S.  government's 
to win (in the true sense of the 



ALTHOUGH HONORED BY ALL 
Great Justice, and by 
the Founding Father, John 

THE 
only begun to receive due from 

biographers. For a century 
death in most important source 
1nr�::>rn1atJton about Marshall, other than 

as a military commander 
a compelling <11-' l..IA. a.J,.,a.,�, 

the Confederation's shortcomings, 
Washington's indispensability to 

... .., .. .............. ...,,, ... , an account of Washington's 
\.1.'-'JlJ.t.J.•�J. statesmanship; and, finally, 
sessment and cn:;�.racte:r. 
in all, it is a treatise on republican virtue and 
statesmanship, written by one who understood 
and possessed those traits, about another 
embodied them as no one else. 

Measured against this 
almost inevitably had to come 
shall emerges from his pages as a man 
seasons, but Beveridge's own: Marshall 
was great because seems to have anticipated 
the very ideas reforms Beveridge thought 
useful to 20th America. the end, for 
all charm work reveals more 
about its author and era than it does about its 
subject. so, Beveridge cast a giant shadow, 
which explains in part why 80 more years would 
pass before another major biography was ven--
tured, Jean Smith's John Marshall: 

re .. sifts the 1m1:mcatt<Jns 
esp1eciauy Marbury 

McCulloch v. 

Book Review by Michael M. Uhlmann 

HAIL T O  T H E  CHIEF 
the Age of the Supreme Court, by R. Kent Newmyer. 

Louisiana State University Press, 511 pages, $39.95 

Significantly, the most thoughtful evaluations 
of Marshall have come from political scientists 
rather than lawyers. In a class by itself is Robert 
K. Faulkner's The Jurisprudence of John Marshall 
(1968), which evaluates Marshall's thought and 
deeds in the light shed by the grand tradition 
of classical political philosophy. It is a brilliant 

in every respect worthy of its subject. 
We are now witnessing a new burst of schol .. 

interest in the great Chief Justice. In the 
few years alone, in addition to the Smith 

blOIQ:r�Lpny, two new books have come forth on 
I.Vl�LrSilaJ.Jl s opinions and his stewardship of the 
Supreme Court, and others are in the works. The 
definitive edition of the Marshall Papers proceeds 

(10 volumes and counting). And now we 
legal historian R. Kent Newmyer's fine in .. 

tellectual biography. At last, scholars are paying 
debt long overdue. 

Although greatness is everywhere 
acknowledged, he is not always honored for the 
right reasons. In our own time, his authority is 
commonly invoked, especially by legal writers, to 
justify expansion of judicial power in ways that 
would have horrified Marshall, the original origi# 
nalist. A typically * modern argument will begin, 
of course, with Marbury, going on to cite diverse 
other Marshall dicta (e.g., .,We must never forget 
that it is a Constitution we are expounding:') ,  by 
way of prelude to a justification of the Supreme 
Court's exclusive franchise on constitutional 
interpretation. Throw in some loose talk about 
the Constitution as the repository of democratic 
"ideals" or "aspirations;' and what you get is John 
Marshall reborn as William Brennan. 

In the late 1960s, when the Warren Court 
was in full swing, one enthusiast at a Yale Law 
School conference proceeded along these lines, 
concluding that the combined effect of Marbury, 
McCulloch, and the 14th Amendment essentially 
conveyed a �'blank check" to the Supreme Court. 
The late Alexander M. Bickel, who wrote . about 
the Court with care, moderation, and eloquence, 
skewered the assertion with a simple but deftly 
chosen illustration. Let's see how this sounds, he 
responded, transposing the unfortunate phrase 
into Marshall's famous dictum: �'We must never 
forget that it is a blank check we are expounding." 

Few statements, and none so short, have so 
perfectly punctured the pretensions of judicial 
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supremacy. Bickel, alas, is gone now, 
Blank Check theory of the Constitution on 
in what is called the "living Constitution:' It is not 
dear whether proponents of this idea actually be� 
lieve Marshall would subscribe to their or 
whether they merely cite that lend apparent 
support to their agenda. In any event, serious 
students of the subject know better. 
topher Wolfe and Robert Lowry Clinton 
demonstrated beyond cavil, neither 1\/1 rl 'r VI I' l>"1l 

any other arrow in Marshall's 
deployed to support modern ore:sutno·ttmls 

about judicial power. 
The modern practice 

dttJten:�nt, and later, prcweJnar1ce, 
odds with lVIa.rsnau s tUrltSPt�uctenc:e. 

stitution and mtro<luc:ea sut,st<l.ntwe 
as a standard of review. 

fell into immediate cttsrepute 
Abraham Lincoln's critique 
Civil War, its doctrines lived on, put to extraneous 
use by the post�Civil War Court. Despite 
condemnations of judicial invalidation of 
tive judgments on economic regulation, mo1ctet�n 
advocates of judicial power have reinvented 
stantive due process under numerous other guises. 
Their goals are to transform the Bill of Rights into 
a charter of autonomous individualism, and 
Supreme Court into what Judge John T. Noonan 
once· called 'a floating constitutional conven� 
tion" empowered to create "fundamental" 
Modern constitutionalism is what you get 
Roger Taney meets Lawrence Tribe and Ronald 
Dworkin. 

ALTHOUGH MISCHIEVOUS INTERPRETA' 
tions of Marshall's opinions are not 
particular object of his concern, it is 

on Professor Newmyer's showing that Marshall 
no adept of the "living Constitution:' The 'LAU�., .. r 

tution in Marshall's hands was certainly a 
dous instrument whose provisions were meant 
to accommodate an infinite variety 
circumstance. But it was hardly the protean 
ment conjured by modem interpreters, who 
lieve the Constitution ought to resonate to 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. called "the felt neces# 
sities" of the times. Marshall's generous ..... " r11 ..,, (T 



constitutional language is but 
his motives were far more complex than those as, 

critics whose horizon is defined 

cases are not 
oosllttve law (although 
lectm�es. intended for 

to 
plagues rev1ews. 

proficiency is nevertheless 
apt)ar4ent on page. He guides reader 

storyteller through often recondite 
them come 

and confirming at turn 
Marshall's mastery of both fine detail grand 

sets the stage by showing how Mar� 
early experience-his association 

with Washington during the Indepen# 
nrs�r:,rtana experience chaos 

Lonteder:att�on, his with the 
deliberations at the Philadelphia Convention, 
his as a delegate to Virginia's ratifying 

diplomatic and administrative 
activities under John Adams-framed think-

wrought at Philadelphia. And he took it upon 
himself to instruct the nation, where it was pos
sible to do so in relevant cases, about Americas 
uniquely constituted federal system. The mod
ern court has said that the lOth Amendment 
is p1erely declaratory, but of course that raises 
the question: Declaratory of what? In Marshall's 
view, it certainly did not declare the states-rights' 
understanding of John C. Calhoun; but even 
author would be shocked by un-
qualified nationalism that is nowadays to 
justified by his opinion. 

Professor Newmyer also shows Marshall's 
assiduous labors to preserve the principles of 
1776 and 1787-and how masterfully he wove 
those principles into his opinions for the Court 
on subject after subject . He wove them as well 
into the minds of his judicial colleagues, at least 
in the pre, Jackson era, and into the founda
tions of the early Supreme Court itself. When 
Marshall assumed the Chief Justiceship, the 
Supreme Court was, at best, an inchoate insti ... 
tution, a co - equal branch in theory but a poor 
relation in fact. It lacked power, esteem, or even 
much in the of institutional definition. Two 
of his predecessors had resigned to pursue n1ore 
rewarding activity, and vacancies were difficult 
to filL Its docket was almost laughably sparse, 
consisting of perhaps half-a-dozen cases per 

By the time the Chief Justice died in 
Court's docket was crowded with numerous 

cases import, its place in the constitu
tional firmament had been fixed, its reputation 
and fully secured. 

those years, Marshall wrote a 
the court's opinions, including 

those in great cases. Until the last years of his 
tenure, virtually all were unanimous verdicts. His 

of fine points of law was equaled by his 
rn �J �:r•"f''' of constitutional principle, but both in 
turn were exceeded by his mastery men. Per-
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suading six other lawyers to agree on ... ... n,rh ,,.,..i"'' 

a near-impossible task; persuading six co11eagw�s 
on the Supreme Court to agree so on so 
many issues of signal importance requires states
manship of the highest order. That 
was able to accomplish that feat, year 
despite changing membership on the 
despite some of the bitterest partisan contention 

nation has ever seen, testifies to his ooUtlcal 
and intellectual genius . 

never know, course, 
happened had Marshall not been at 

helm of the Court. We do not know, but we can 
guess, and Newmyer's chapter, 
son, the Rise of the Supreme 
some likely alternatives. In a ma.srerp1ece 
cision, Newmyer brings together in uu·"ULIU 

what others have taken whole 

two giants went toe-to-toe: 
tion; on the question of Justice Samuel "-'J.Jl<:l..:t'�" 

impeachment; and on the a.eJtlnlltlOin 
in the trial of Aaron Burr. This is 
and had any of the questions been res<)ive:a 
than as they were, the 
States might have turned out quite dttJren:�ntlv. 

Thomas Jefferson was armed 
cious determination, the powers of the 
magistracy, and large majorities in both 
of Congress. Marshall's determination eqtlale:d 
Jefferson's, but his only weapons were a 
still undefined Court and the power 
The stories are too long and too colmp�Hc.atea. 
to repeat here, but suffice it to say that 
dust had settled, the score stood at Marshall 
Jefferson 0. These extraordinary cases tnv•onrea 
constitutional questions of the first maLgnltude, 
on which the relevant law was unclear, cmur;a.at�c-
tory, or non ... existent, and 
by personal 
event, their happy resolution owes .,.�""'t'urhtn i"'' 

the Chief Justice's extrao�rrttnat�V st:ate:sm,an:sht]p, 
which succeeded in controlling events 
critical turn. about 
only what one 
es, you 
intellectual 

be convinced that 
and noble cnaLrac:r:er. 

of all three, and other aa:z;ztmg accomtpllsh
could corlcn.ta.e 

tude for reminding us, once again, 

Michael M. L 1 rnmaJ"In 

Claremont Review 



Book Review by Steven F. Hayward 

THE MAKING O F  LBJ 
Senate, by Robert 

Knop£ 1167 pages, $35 

save codified compassion, the President 
who wrote mercy and justice into the statute 
books by which America was governed." 

be sure, Johnson's Senate career presents 
a spectacle unparalleled political mastery, 
urn,rr"'"' of close study. And Caro' s exhaustive re; 
seaLrCtJes and fine#grained narrative are a marvel 

biographer's art. book makes you 
!Jl.'�"-l.•'u-� the smallness most recent Senate 
....,.. ,, • ...,. .... ru ...... """ ...... � �.  .. , Tom and Trent Lott.) 

torlns,on s Senate 
cannot sustain LBJ on such a high plateau. 

not be an or inconsistency, howev� 
approach to LBJ, as many critics 

observed, is ambiguous, despite the comparisons 
.L.j .... _.,._...,, .... (which Caro makes more than once) . 
Some reviewers (Ronald Steel in The ,. . .. -.au .... 

example) that difficulty un, 
derstanding or accepting There 
is much to 
Johnson could 

2002 

Caro. 

atterrtpt to r�>l"i1 "'""'...,... 

quiet trend. Reflecting on 
presidency the recKlessness 

the Clinton presidency has 
begin reappraising Johnson in a more tav�orable 
light. His Great Society delivered more 
mark social legislation than even FDR's 

disaster of Vietnam and the unrest 
in the streets in the 1960s, which together 

the Democratic Party, eclipsed this record 
for a long time. Yet the judgment John Kenneth 
Galbraith offered in 1967 is reasserting 
��Our gains under the Johnson administration 
on civil rights outweigh our losses on 
LVlaJrsnatn Ky." 

That liberals, distrusted Johnson 
.__ .. _,u_a.,_.__ and then hated him in the 
might come to regard Johnson as 
�hy modern champion is a startling 
presents a huge intellectual problem. 
assumed that .,character doesn't matter, 
must be found to lessen Johnson's ugliness. 

it in Johnson's maneuvering in 
break the hitherto invincible Southern ... LU!U.._.,, ...... L 

aQ::;un:st civil rights leQ::tsla.tloJn. 



========================================================================--"--

re�!1S1:ratton in Southern states. 

and ""'"1 1"_ .,.,. .. , .. ... .,.. st:rat:a��em 

Jot1ns:on into 

senators . 

before, there had been 

evaluation LBJ depends on a his.-
that because of 

to Johnson 
t'ottndlers intended. In 

QU1rlf'\1t"'f"1£' h ii:<i"·ro. .. u of the ..._, .._�LJ.<:U .. '-' 
main narrative about Johnson, 

the had become "a mighty 
and stemming, the tides 

[The Senate] em·povven�d 

ning Southern filibuster against 

�e<)�rapJtuc anomaly but the essence 

WITH THIS PREMISE, CARO REVEALS 
himself to a 
ism. comes to in 



Winthrop 

M B I VA L E N T  TocQUEVILLE  

WOLIN'S EXPLICATION 
ville's 
at times 



constructive reading of The Old Regime, as Wolin 
himself astutely observes, might lead one to ask 
whether it is now still possible to devise institutions 
and a civic culture in which different 
are encouraged to cooperate politically. 

ANOTHER SOURCE OF CONSISTENT 
misreading or misrepresentation is 
Wolin's skeptical assessment 

attitude toward democratic mores 
for Wolin, are 1mpo�;ea 

political or intellectual 
in order to it. One 

strength-of empowerment, as we now say-for 
individuals as well as peoples. Finally, could 

New England township as described by 
Tocqueville and admired by Wolin, have worked 
without such mores? For Wolin, it seems, there 
is democratic freedom only when the demos 
believes itself free to refashion itself at any 
instant. Just what is the comprehensive vision of 
human democratic political life 
Wolin's rejection Tocqueville 
are the arguments in support of it? 

is another pervasive misreading 
noting. For Tocqueville, genuine politics 
must be "disinterested." Did Tocqueville ever 
really think this possible or even desirable? 
Wolin refers to texts proving that Tocqueville 

passion is an attractive 
in describing parties, 
or particular interest 

OC(Jue�vHie observes that it none1tnt:�le�is 

say 
anything can be done to nr�"��>'r"P polltlcal 
the modern what must 
purify souls, but to enlarge 
more capacious understanding 

As should Sheldon 
I disagree at times in our interpretations 
Tocqueville. Our political 
suspect, are greater stilL What nrr'\rn,nrc: 

recommend Tocqueville netwet:�n 



Book Review by Michael Zuckert 

JoHN RAwLs, HisTORIAN 
..LILL,UU . .__, on Philosophy, by John Rawls, edited by Barbara Herman. 

ALMOST CERTAINLY THE 

never heard 
him do not pat�tlculaLrlV 

history 
plies his more in the mode 

Anglo.-American analytic philosophy, 
tends to a rather sharp distinction 

betwet:�n "doing philosophy" and the 
history of philosophy. One of these 
gentlemen, for example, 
tinguisheq acquaintance of mine 
spent many studying Kant 
idealism, that wondered it was 
like to with the understanding, 
of course, that umere" was implicitly modifying 
"scholar" in that his own most rant1ot1s 

A and , .... , ..... u •. 

Harvard University Press, 416 pages, $49.95 

1970s and through� 
coverage is a good 

narrower than title implies, for 
limits himself to modern philosophy entirely, 
and is selective within that field. Ten of 

20 lectures are on Kant, five on Hume, two 
on Leibnitz (present as a point of contrast and 
background for Kant), and two on Hegel (pres; 
ent as a critic and supplement to Kant) . There is, 
in addition, an introductory lecture on Modern 
Moral Philosophy providing a background in 
the entire history of moral philosophy prior to 
the moment when Rawls picks up the story. 

Clearly, the central figure is Kant, not surpris� 
ing, given the frequent identification of Rawls as 
some sort of Kantian. Interestingly, the editor, 
Barbara Herman, a former student of Rawls and 
herself a distinguished writer on moral philoso� 
phfj tells us that the course whose lectures we 
have here supplanted a more general (and more 
standard) course in ethics where Rawls treated 
the "usual suspects' in moral philosophy-Aris� 
totle, Kant, Mill, and rotating others-as exem� 
plars of the chief alternative types of ethical 
terns, perfectionist, deontological, and utilitarian. 
The older course lectures predated A 

the newer course evolved out of 
undertook on Kant beginning around 

after A 
so much on history Rawls's 

because a volume like this always raises 
question of where its interest lies-in 

the insights we from philosophers, or 
in the insights into the thought of the historian ... 
philosopher himself? This question obtrudes 
itself strongly when we look at the historical 
writings of philosophic figures like Hegel, Hei� 
degger, or Leo Strauss, and it does so in Rawls's 
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case as 
Heidegger we are 
what they see in the thOill2:ilt 
sors has much more to 
sophie activity than with the 
attempt to understand accurately the Phlio:so� 
phers they study. Both Hegel and Heidegger are 
famous for eschewing the goal of attempting 
to understand the thinkers of the past as 
understood themselves. Both, of course, 
elaborate philosophic justifications for ret•�ct:me: 
that particular aspiration. 

Rawls is not like them. Perhaps "'" 1''1"\"' "' '  .... tYiu 

he is much closer to Strauss in his ao1orc>ach 
the thinkers of the past. He does not 
perspective of many of his fellow L.Ut:h,,centut·v 
philosophers, who believe that contemporary 
philosophy has superseded historical philosophy 
as, say, contemporary mathematics or oh,vsH::s 
supersedes historical mathematics or n""'""'''�"' 

He does not agree that philosophy is or 
been "progressive" in the way that 
mathematics and physics are. Thus 
"philosophic," not mere historical or ......... 'V._,,., .. .,,. 

. t�rest in the history of philosophy. 
interest," as he understands pushes 
somewhat ddtet·ent, n'H'f"1 'l l llll C4Dnlt11ctm.e: 

means trying to see 
to solve, 

means of 
ing them up to some the problems or 
methods of philosophy regnant today. 
understand Kant, for means to set 
moral thinking into the context of the rest 



n.-r"'"'"4'�- and of the chief alternatives 
reading 

him among 
scholars history philosophy, 

who single--mindedly attempt to reproduce the 
context of a given thinker's philosophic activity 
down to the most minute minutiae (I will name 
no names), the reader will respect Rawls's 
sober effort to the philosophers on their 
own terms to reproduce their philosophic 
"'"'-""1"1"'1"' ·"'"'c as they saw them. 

On the side, Rawls reducing phi .. 
losophers to their historical context because he 
approaches texts with a philosophic aim. By 
that means that "the study figures" is 
supposed our problems:' 
In other much to teach 

to set their thinking about mo � 
""' .. ,.., . .... r� ,,.  .. context of their thought. 

exc;Lm1:>le, he gives a brief but ac .. 
count "fideism of nature" in Hume's 

of knowledge, into which he argues Hume's 
moral philosophy properly fits. Another exam� 
ple: he gives us an extremely helpful account of 
the imperative procedure" in Kant, 
an account that responds to frequent criti, 
cism the categorical imperative is merely an 
empty formation, unable to generate any content 
for its moral demands, or at least unable to do 
so without illicitly appealing to empirical and 
consequentialist considerations that seem ruled 

as well, a highly plausible account 
three formulations of the categorical 

imperative cohere. shows himself to be a rea� 
sonably reader of Hegel, a thinker I would 

thought foreign to his cast of mind. 

IT MUST BE SAID THAT IN HIS INTERPRETA; 
tion of the philosophers Rawls is not always 
original; adopts from time to time others' 

Int·en)retatlOiltS of the thinkers as the or as 
own · interpretation. It must also be 

does not sort of final� 
interpretations he puts forward. In� 

deed, his presentation is marked by a refreshing 
modesty and respect for his subjects: "I always 
took for granted that the writers we were study� 
ing were much smarter than I was. If they were 
not, why was I wasting my time and the students' 
tim� by studying them? ... All the great figures . . .  

lie to some degree beyond us, no matter how 
hard we try to master their thought:' 

Valuable as Lectures is for insight and reflec� 
tion on the philosophers discussed, to my mind 
the book is yet more revealing about Rawls him� 
self. Over the years, Rawls has given us three or 
perhaps four different versions of his political 
philosophy. He has not always been clear on how 
he understands the relation between the differ-
ent versions, and a good deal of debate exists over 
how he means to ground the system. 
helps, for it comes in the period between Theory 
of Justice (1971) and Political Liberalism (1993), yet 
it does not particularly support the position tak .. 

en in either. As Barbara Herman points out, the 
period in which Rawls delivered these lectures 
was the period in which he developed his famous 
statement on "Kantian Constructivism. Read .. 
ers familiar with that will notice many similari� 
ties with the portions of the Lectures. We 
see in the evidence of Rawls attempting 
to work over Kant so as to bring him into closer 
prc)PlnQUit:v to Rawls's own theory. 

Rawls eschewed lengthy 
reflections on methodology of moral theory; 
he referred the reader to an early essay, which 
was, in turn, a stripped .. down version of his 
doctoral dissertation. The account of moral 
theory underlying Theory of Justice was Humean, 
however, in the sense that, like David Hume, it 
attempted to expound morality in a way that 
would be equivalent to the scientific accounts 
of natural phenomena, like the motions of the 
planets in the solar system. This method was 
meant by both Hume and Rawls to be a way 
of circumventing the difficulties posed by the 
distinction between Is and Ought-between 
what is and what should be-that Hume had 
analyzed so fiercely in his early Treatise on Hu ... 

man Nature. Unlike many of his followers, Hume 
did not conclude that the Is--Ought distinction 
implied that no moral judgments could be valid, 
but it did turn him toward a style of moral theo ... 

meant to steer clear of this so .. called gap. For 
Hume the real issue was not whether there could 
be valid moral judgments-he recognized that 
there were such-but rather how they could be. 
How did the ought premises in our moral judg-
ments arise? Where did they come from? He 
found their source not in reason but in the feel .. 

ing or moral sentiments, in turn traceable from 
the moral judgments normally made. 

Rawls's substantive analysis was quite dif ... 
ferent from Hume's, however, and veered in 
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Kantian directions, although he did not 
duce Kant's position on justice, either. 
significantly Kantian element was 
one of the primary data for moral 
judgment that individuals are not to 
to the good of each other, or even to 
of the whole: no one is to be treated merely as a 
means. Rawls rightly understood 
to point away from all forms of uttllt�tn2mt::>m, 
including Hume's proto .. utilitarianism. 

insight led Rawls to revive 
discredited approach in political pnt.tosoPtlV-
contractarianism. His doctrine 
position," the hypothetical, pre ... political 
tion from which the principles of justice were to 
be deduced, reflected the imperative 
honor the claim that no one be treated 
a means. Rawls guaranteed this by aetnana1mg 
that the principles of justice be those 
achieve unanimous agreement by se1Jt�u1te1�es1:ed 
but risk�averse persons in the original postnon, 
a requirement that would u.J..LJL4J.J.J..u.;::..�.r e:�ene�rat:e 
kind of redistributionist wetra1:-e 
no one could be '�-�"'""'�-"''rt 0 N THE BASIS OF HIS 

encounter Kant in 
Rawls 

most of the important elements 
ing its rational--choice and 
the Kantian--style notion 
of rationality and reasonableness. 

SUSTAINED 

Kantian moment proved to be a .... a.u . .:>J.LJ.VJLJ.a.J. 

as Rawls moved on to the "political cotlcePtl�on 
contained in Political 

The interaction between 
preter of past philosophy and Rawls 
of justice is what makes Lectures so 1nterE�st1.n!l 
book. In his confrontation with Kant we can see 
something of the impetus behind his own think.. 
ing, but we can also see how his own pnnosot,nl 
cal interests shape his reading of Kant in certain 
directions. Rawls produces a non�meta .. 

physical Kant, not entirely persuasive in 
Kant's title for his chief ethical work, rounac;rtt011S 
of the Metaphysics of Morals. Although 
sion of horizons" may set up tnsup�erable l'"\'l r'i"ti>i"l11 

to his achieving the more �'�-1"1rr:llJ' h.1stor1ca1 
of his project in those lectures, 
a good, if challenging, reading of 
great moral philosophers of the 
centuries. If you are interested in Kant or 
it is definitely worthwhile even if you find 
self (as I do) dissenting from Rawls's own 
cal philosophy. 

Michael Zuckert is ttvfl·r�>c.:.r"'v 

University of Notre Dame 
Liberalism: On Lockean 
(University Press of Kansas) . 



by Mark Blitz 

PoLITI RESPONSIBILITY O F  INTELLECTUALS 

I 
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to light. Heideggerian perspective the 
appeared in a certain way: different facts 

would have appeared differently and did 
Heidegger in later times. The issues of the 1920s 

1930s looked to him as they did because of 
intelle,ctual standpoint and endeavor that 

brought them to life. Wolin deserves praise for 
the serious the connection between 
Heidegger' s and his thought, but I 

that despite searching discussion 
the origins of 

this connection too hl�;to:nc;al 
not, fundamentally, intellectuaL 

IV 

ROOT H EIDBGGERS SEEKING TO 
thought what is ordinary opc�nea 
a new view for many his sn1a��m:s. 

Phlllm>OPhv. especially ancient ooun.ca1 
with just this question 

th€!Oreti,cat and the ""'""'·r1u1 'ltr 

+ 2002 

a discussion on its own. 

T HE POSSIBILITIES FOR THINKING SERI � 

ously about the 
theory and practice were pursuLea 

successfully by others in Heidegger' s 
several of discussed in 

books-Marcuse, Schmitt, 
endt-politics was a ......... L L  ..... '"'" '� .-rn;•,ru 
Wolin believes to 
litical thinker of the 20th rP1'1I t-1u·u 



Thomas G. 

SINS O F  T H E  FATHERS 

ADERS OF ALL POLITICAL STRIPES, BUT 
pecially rA1'"\ c�>l"u'lrnn>c 

ostoevsky. 
L '\lte:tzscne called 

by Joseph Frank 
P�;inceton University Press, 800 pages, $35 

almost openly defends 
Dostoevsky's novel is meant to prove, 
that father#killing is wrong uncondi--

uc>stc)ev��Kv is a political thinker. It is one 
merits of biography 

politics is a leading theme-in 
dominant theme-of Dostoevsky's 

Dostoevsky's deepest concern is the 
question of authority, who rules, and who should 

en1:at1.ve1.v. we may say that his answer is 
four should rule uncondition� 

ally and absolutely: God the Father; second, 
fathers God's church, such as Father Zossima; 

the Tsar, the father his people; 
fourth, the biological Karamazov. 

answers make dear, Dostoevsky 
is traditionalist In having 
reB.ected on his own convictions, he 

the best case for traditionalist patriarchal 
conservatism that I know of. He is fully aware of 
certain disturbing, even repulsive, implications 
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position. 
made in 

up those sacnnces oec:am;e 
In the 

READERS AND CRITICS ALIKE 
to 
quisitor, 

Brothers 
the conversation pn�cet:1ml2: 
ground the 
argues that both ......... , . .  ,""'J."'' 

rl P(�PM,rP to die, oec:am;e aJlth<JuQ:n 
create 

brother Alyosha, 
because it is a 
suffer. He then 



Czeslaw Milosz observed (in his excellent essay 
"Dostoevsky and Western Intellectuals") that 

at its heart, a meditation on the 
Russian intelligentsia's act of abolishing simulta� 
ne<)USLV the authority of God, the Tsar, and the 

Smerdyakov, the murderer, the illegiti� 
passions and countenance 

presents the true face 
mate brother 

who is outwardly cul� 
gooa.�lc•o.�.<�ln'Q:. Ivan is no�rrt.nea 

growing 

2002 

might altogether disappear. Nietzsche fears 
the liberal dream of"one herd and no shepherd" 
might come true. God's death might lead to 
end human striving. Therefore 
praises and suffering in the most 
extravagant possible terms, hoping to foster 
qualities which alone can save us from a de:Q:ratded 
democratic liberal future. 

Tocqueville had a 
might become so ctej[ra.aec::t, 

that he would not think 
reaucratic despotism that thl�eaterLed 
Europe and America. Tocqueville's solut1�on, 

Nietzsche's, was moderate: 
delmo,cr::tcv. based on Ltltnstlamtv. 

Dostoevsky dis:aQ:r�eed str<)n9"lv 
Tocqueville. 

that the twentieth ,.,...., . .... ..... , 
when mankind would bec:orr1e 



nature. 
European setlnlme:nr:, 

the same posr�nc�ge�nan prenmse: 



Immense 

rise a 

L�w-orlnnQ:, independent�minded, and 
if went 

2002 



Book Review by James Higgins 

Two STEPS AHEAD, ONE STEP BAcK 

IN THE OLD LIBERAL ECONOMICS, TAX RATES 
had no on incentives, coJmr:naJna�arta� 
control 

Globalization and Its Discontents, by Joseph Stiglitz. 
W.W. Norton, 282 pages, $24.95 

Stiglitz's focus is on the work and effects of the 
three main multinational economic 

Bank, the 
the World Trade '-"'- '"" "'H''L

t<ocu:sinQ: on their policies r�'u#\ ••rl 

throughout the East Asia in 
and Argentina from the late 1990s through the 
present, Stiglitz is unsparing in his criticism of 
the mistakes these multinational entities have 

Stiglitz that globalization 
brought 1 h"''"""�·r'lt-.t- benefits to 

at rate is not going away soon. 
notes surprise and disappointment 
three entities are dominated by the countries 

them and continue to 
funds-chiefly Western 

Canada, 
the IMF, he reports that all 

in the main become 

economist is able to ac!m<)W:L, 
edge deep in multinational 
ment, sponsored or1�aruzanons. 

ironic counterpoint to 
is more ambivalent 

20 
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a greater voice to 
countries. Although 
in countries with 

lab CI.J.LJ.LJ.J.Q.J._, 

WHILE STIGLITZ 
markably -�- · · - · · 

for a  
rhe 

ts 



Book Review by Sally C. Pipes 

UNSPORTSMANLIKE CoNDUCT 
Schools> Sports, and Title IX, by Jessica Gavora. 

Encounter Books, 181 pages, $24.95 

feminist theorist and sociologist at something 
called D'Youville College. He told the court 
that women do not have interests of their own, 
that their interests are determined for them by 
society. Yet, he did not explain how the femi� 
nist vanguard miraculously escaped this social 
conditioning. They not only have interests 
of their own but have appointed themselves 
judges of the aspirations of all women. 

Consider also Colette Dowling, author of 
Myth, who tells anyone who will lis �  

ten that given equal training, women will some 

LEGAL ACTION UNDER TITLE IX STEPPED 

once courts monetary damages, 
making greed the abettor of militant ide� 

ology. Egging on this descent was Norma Cantu, 
President Bill Clinton's choice to head the 
rights division of the U.S. Department of Edu� 
cation . Accurately dubbed a uquota queen" by 

Bolick, Cantu deployed 
$60 million budget. She 

rPlJ'1P'\JvPii 240 schools concerning which no 
rights complaint had been filed, and demanded 
that enforcement squads double the number 

rr.1'"Y>..,.l #\ >inf-<' recetvecL It in the 
were 

a cnme 
Under Cantu's lash, the easiest way for scttoots 

their IX compliance was to adopt 
goaL But the easiest 

2002 

to get proportionality, Gavora proves, was not to 
provide more opportunities women, bec:au:se 
even when the opportunities are 
women do not choose to participate in 
at the same rate as men. Accordingly, the easiest 
and fastest way to achieve proportionality was 
to cut men's programs, and the author the 
casualties. These include longstanding ua.'>'-'U'a.J..L 

programs at Providence College and Colgate, 
the wrestling team at Princeton, and UCLA 
swim team, which had sent so 
Olympics. The cuts include numerous nr.-"'" t-· h ""rr 

teams and football programs at Boston 
and at Cal State San Francisco, 

writes '-J (;L V 'V .L a . 

a narrow . agenda has worked 
fully behind the scenes to it nat,Pe:n. 
the law does not call for punishing men in 
�o advantage women athletes. 
Title IX demands equal treatment under 

The question becomes to 
it. Gavora this tough--minded, 
searched book deftly the 
legislators' court. 

"Re#leveling the .., , ,.,utn,rr 

cation will not be 



,yA MoTHERHOOD 

1 "-l ':l rnr'":l l mothers" vigorously reject 
of putting women on an 

men in order to make them equal cotno,en� 
tors in the Like more traart:tonar 
conservative women, they see men women as 

Iml)Orltan�ce but different in their 
women, however, 

the marketplace a!tc:>Q:ethe�r. 
Bobel 

so to 
support equal different roles for men seems a 
little disingenuous. As breadwinners, men seem 

a minimal role in their 
seems to be to get as far 

RO F I L  S I N  BANALITY 

+ 2002 



BOOK S I N  B R I E F  

I'll Be Short: Essentials for a 
Working Society, by Robert B. Reich. 
Beacon Press, 122 pages. $20 

Former Secretary Robert B. Reich first 
gained notice in the 1980s as a champion of 
"neoliberalism." The term was never clear. 
Neoliberals generally took the same stands as 
paleoliberals and mesoliberals, except that 
uttered words such as "high�tech. Their dis� 
tinguishing trait was a grating smugness, which 
helped sink the presidential hopes of their lead .. 
ing political figure, Governor Michael Dukakis 
of Massachusetts. 

Republicans held the Boston statehouse 
ever since Dukakis left, now Reich is seek-
ing the Democratic nomination to reclaim it for 
his party. I'll Be Short is a campaign manifesto of 
sorts, a cut .. and ... paste from other writings. The 
title refers both to the book's brevity and the 
author's diminutive stature-and is just about 
the only light note in a heavy�handed statement 
of party dogma. 

Corporations rule the government, he says. 
'i\fter burying Washington in campaign contri ... 
butions, Enron got exactly what it wanted:' No, 
what Enron most wanted was ratification of the 
Kyoto Accords, which would have enabled it to 
profit from . emissions trading. But never mind: 
mentioning the Great Corporate Satan gives 
him an opening to lay out the old agenda of more 
workplace regulation. 

In his eagerness to become a commander in 
the class war, Reich leaves logic behind. On the 
book's first page, notes ominously that most 
Americans pay more in payroll taxes than in 
income taxes. On second page, he blames 
income .. tax cuts for the coming crunch in social 
security, forgetting that the system relies entirely 
on payroll taxes. 

Although Reich is running for governor, 
he spends most of the book on national issues 
outside state jutisdiction. The exception is 
cation policy. His diagnosis-"not nearly enough 
money" -is as false as it is trite. Real spending 
per pupil has gone way up in recent years. The 
problem lies with teacher unions that stifle re .. 
forms, but Reich to take them on. 

not realizing they 

Reich is a nimble thinker capable of much 
better work. Here, alas, he produces a diatribe 
that is not only short but slight. 

-John). Pitney Jr., 
Claremont McKenna College 

Every Handgun Is Aimed at You: 
The Case for Banning Handguns, 

by Josh Sugarmann, The New Press, 
208 pages, $24.95 

Josh Sugarmann, founder of the anti.-gun Vio.
lence Policy Center, argues that handguns can� 
not be anything other than a force for evil, and 
that nothing less than a nationwide ban will 
undo that evil. Hardly a new argument, but the 
appearance of John Lotts hugely popular More 
Guns, Less Crime a few years ago made the restate .. 
ment of the anti--gun case urgently necessary. On 
its face, the argument is absurd, ignoring the fact 
that 99 percent of handguns will never be used 
for a criminal act, and that many will be used 
to deter crime. And the case against handguns 
gets weaker by the moment: Michael Bellesiles, 
whom Sugarmann cites as an authority, whose 
book, Arming America, stands exposed as a fraud, 
and the Second Amendment is increasingly 
understood to invoke an individual rather than 
collective right. Accidental deaths and injuries 
from handguns continue to drop. U.S. cities with 
handgun bans in effect (Chicago and D.C.) vie 
annually for the title of murder capital. Anti.
handgun lawsuits are being thrown out, and 44 
states have now passed right.-to--carry laws. Those 
states aren't experiencing a rise in handgun crime, 
but England-where handguns were banned in 
1997-is seeing a spectacular increase. So buy 
this book. Then take it to the nearest range and 
put it out of its misery. 

-Daniel C. Palm, Azusa Pacific University 

Keeping the Compound Republic: 
Essays on American Federalism, 

by Martha Derthick. 
Brookings Institution Press, 196 pages, $17.95 

Students of American politics wanting to refresh 
or deepen their understanding of our form of 
federalism-what James Madison called our 
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''compound republic" -can turn to Martha 
Derthick's Keeping the Compound Republic: 
on American Federalism. Derthick, Julia Cooper 
Professor Emeritus in the Department of Gov
ernment and Foreign Affairs at the University of 
Virginia and former Director of Governmental 
Studies at the Brookings Institution, is a prolific 
author. The 1 1  essays i n  this volume touch on 
and summarize many of the arguments she has 
made at much greater length in her many books. 

'i\merican federalism;' she writes, "is a very 
large elephant indeed, and it is hard for a lone ob-
server to grasp the properties of the whole beast. 
One needs to be abreast of constitutional doc .. 
trines; of legislative, judicial, and administrative 
practices over the whole range of governmental 
activities; • . .  and more. To understand the condi.
tion of federalism, one needs to comprehend the 
functioning of the whole polity:' In this splendid 
volume, Derthick continually . demonstrates 
this level of comprehension. In clear, powerful 
prose, she examines the founding generation's 
understanding of federalism; the way in which 
"national programs, institutions, and techniques 
of influence [especially federal grants--in.-aid] 
came together to enlarge national power at state 
and local governments' expense;' and the conse
quences of the public's ''sharp devalu[ arion r 
"federalism as a constitutional principle:' 

A dear theme running through her essays is the 
profound impact that past U.S. Supreme Courts 
have had on altering the original federal design 
and concentrating power in the federal govern
ment through their decisions on reapportionment, 
criminal procedure, the establishment clause, and 
incorporation. She notes that, by contrast, the 
Rehnquist Court has become the great defender 
of federalism. She welcomes its federalism deci, 
sions, because they have "encouraged Americans to 
contemplate the subject:' By so doing, she hopes 
they will renew their commitment to "a form 
government that divides and disperses official 
power, with the goal of making it representative 
�rid grounding its exercise in practicality as op� 
posed to a political rhetoric that is all too often the 
demagogic style of mass democracy:· 

-Ralph A. Rossum, 
Claremont McKenna College 

++ BACK IN PRINT ._. 

American Conservatism 
and the American Founding 

by Harry V. Jaffa. 
Newly republished by the Claremont Institute. 

Only $15.95. Call (909) 621�6825 to 



COR R E S P O N D E N C E  

that I supposedly no Kn<)Wl.ecu;re 
houn advocated the protective 
atSCUS>SIOn tn of 

secession movement after Jefferson's ele:ction 
ac��owlc::d.Q'ies that Jeffersonians felt guilty 
that embargo did such economic damage 
to New England and so they supported a tariff. 
Calhoun did change his position after abandon, 
ing his nationalism, however. 

Krannawitter contradicts himself when 
says that I do not understand that all econom� 

ics "is economics' and then, in 
next sentence, me as a public#choice 
economist. I am in a student Nobel 
Lalllreate James Buchanan and Gordon Tullock, 

choice economics, or the 
POllttcs. K..rartnawtt:ter is obviously 

\!f<llSPltn� at straws here. 
r�,,,�·\vttt'P'r seems just as ignorant inter, 

na1ctOJ!lat economics as he is of public His 
statement that "tariffs were in the service of free 

is an Orwellian absurdity. 
I do not portray Calhoun as "a great defender 
freedom" or "celebrate" him, as 

I merely quote him times with 
to specific economic :issues that he was 

deeply involved :in. This is another of .Krannawit, 

ter's straw.-man arguments. 
The notion that Calhoun "invented the 

doctrine of legal or constitutional secession" is 
ridiculous. There were many voices in support 
of secession prior to Calho.un's 
the:ortztn�, including the New Fed .. 

figures as the 
Rawle whose 

ignores 
wants to associate secession 

l...alh<>urts .............. .._,, ... ..,"' of slavery. 
mt�;Ieadmt� scholarship. 

selectively quotes 
Alexander Stephens 

support argument, but ignores all oth .. 
ers, in another wool .. over�your .. eyes 

no mention of my cnc:totc�r 
LJJ.J.J."'VJ.LL.., evisceration of constitutional 
the North, my that makes the case 
the right secession, the one on how Lincoln 
micromanaged the waging of war on civilians in 
violation of international law, how Reconstruc.
tion achieved little more than establishing · a  
monopoly of power for the Republican 
and how all of Lincoln's economic was 
put into place in the first eighteen months of his 
administration. This is all embarrassing to Kran ... 
nawitter, so he just ignores it and resorts instead 
to juvenile name .. calling. 

Thomas J. DiLorenzo 
Loyola College 
Baltimore, MD 

Thomas Krannawitter 

Thomas DiLorenzo complains that I have mis..
represented him. But one cannot get through 
two paragraphs of his letter without encounte� .. 
ing the same kind of fraud that plagues his book. 
DiLorenzo denies writing that Lincoln advo .. 
cared "the pursuit of empire:· Nor, he pleads, did 
he that Lincoln used the Dred Scott case to 
champion the nationalization of money. 

On page 263 of his book, however, he writes: 
"Lincoln and the Republicans certainly had a 
cause: the cause of centralized government 
the pursuit of empire. They said it over and over 
again. . . .  On page 68, DiLorenzo asserts that 
"when commenting on the Dred Scott decision;' 
and "in virtually every one of the Lincoln.-Doug ... 

las debates;' Lincoln ��made it a point to champion 
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the nationalization of 
DiLorenzo not only has a problem 
Lincoln's words, he cannot remember 
himself wrote! 

committing anlDtt1er. 
the mistake of 

if DiLorenzo is cot1gc::nt1ta1J.y c�1reJ.ess 
ately mend.�lCIC•US. 

That all economics is political economics is 
simply another that economics 
ultimately a means 
An example is the application 
sure, such as 
so<:tetv, such as 
the political goal 
many other "public choice economists" 
this understanding by trying to 
cal questions to economic ones. But 
ist" theory of economic d.el:ennuustn 
the Communist version. 

As for the putative right 
DiLorenzo, like many disunionists 
stubbornly confuses it with what the totmd;ers 
called the right of revolution. from aeJrenmntg 
a state's constitutional right to secede 
Union-that a right of a minority to reject 
the results of a free constitutional election-the 
founders affirmed a natural right of revolution 
that can be invoked only when the equal J.£<:1,1 . ...... .  "' .. 
rights of men are violated by the �mrerrtm•ent 
under which they live. But it is precisely 
of equal natural rights that the South ret��ctt::a 
the . Calhounian doctrine that some .u� ...... .,. ..... 
ings can rightfully enslave other human 
based on the color 

This is the ugly truth of the 
at the brink of the Civil War, though 
ness makes it no less true. By rejecting 
of human equality, Calhoun and later .;::'>Ollltnern 
secessionists were not defending the prt.nc:lpl•es 
of the founders, they were ovc:�rtttrnmg rru>•m -

as they publicly and repeatedly 
ham Lincoln understood this, which is 
the eve of the Civil War, he wrote to 
Alexander Stephens, then the 
the Confederacy, that "the only substantial 
ference between us' is that .. you think 
right and ought to be extended; while we 
it wrong and ought to be restricted:' 



War .. Crimes Fiction 

Editor: 
I heartily concur with Thomas 
review of pathetic book. ...... ...... .... ... .,. ... ._ .. 

on Lincoln's a.-�.�..��'-'" 

I 

on 
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idea self .. govenment for the Indians in .. 
eluded-no, insisted upon !---'the preservation 
the Princely States. 

Beyond that, like many fellow conservatives, 
he had a inability to imagine Indians 
in the highest offices of state; self.-govern� 
ment, however genuine or not at the lower 
ended at the doors of the Vice .. Regal Palace. And 
I stick by what I wrote about Churchill's gen-
eral ignorance about the cultures of the Empire's 
non .. white populations. He was ignorant and 
prejudiced about them, and positively avoided 
meeting members of them, on the rare occasions 
when he might have done so. Clement Attlee 
rightly judged, that no matter how up .. to.-date 
and insightful Churchill was when he looked 
across the Atlantic and the English Channel, 
when he thought about India he was still the 
cavalry subaltern of 1897. (And, by the way, the 

who assassinated Gandhi was not a Mus .. 
lim, as Arnn implies, but a Hindu.) 

Strange and wonderful, is it not, that some of 
the very many parts of this diverse and brilliant 
man should have been so unregenerate? 

St. 

P. 

Thanking Geoffrey Best for his reply, I differ 
with him on the question of Churchill and India. 
Best says that Churchill uhad a visceral inability 
to imagine Indians in the various highest offices 
of the state ... :' But Churchill says over and over 

the policy should be to "entrust 
Indians, whom alone the government 

of India can be conducted, an ever broader 
responsibility in the act.Jm11rustrat1o.n ... 

....,. ... ,,n...-.,.nr States, and in the same breath he 
objects that Churchill wished India to "reflect 
the values" of mother country. The Princely 
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States were traditional to India, not Britain, and 
Churchill supported them partly for that reason. 
He supported them within the context of con .. 
tinued British authority in India. He argued that 
they would be less likely to offend the well .. being 
of the Indian people than a national party working 
for the expulsion of Britain. Perhaps Churchill is 
false in this argument, but that takes proving. 

Best that Churchill "positively avoided 
members of Empire's 

populations. He should in 
Gilbert's fifth volume the account of Churchill's 
meeting with G.D. an emissary 
Gandhi. Birla writes to Gandhi: 
enough one of my most pleasant experiences was 
meeting Winston the str<::>nQ�est 
opponent of the him no 
eater. He at Chartwell, 
country (Birla write to Gandhi that 
Churchill is poorly informed about India.) 
in 1935 Birla cables to Churchill that he 
Churchill will be added to the British Cabinet. 

I repeat that this is a good book. There is more 
better to on the subject of Churchill 

than it says. 

Steinbeck, Churchill, and the War 

Dear Editor: 
Christopher Flannery has beautifully 
review of a new edition nonfiction by 
Steinbeck C'Steinbeck in Good Conscience;' 

Spring 2002) . I wish to add a word to his 
of political effects of the March 194 2 

Moon is Down. 
Winston Churchill was desperately mtc�res:ted 

m to burn and . blast the Axis during 
long to an Allied invasion of the 
pean continent. There were options . .:::>tt�ate�2:1c 
bombing was one. war was anc)m��r. 
in he set up the Operations Ex� 
ecutive to "set Europe \\Then .:::>te:lnt>ec.�cs 

aP1De<JLre<1, the Prime Minister was exc:ttetd; 
aaJrnu�ea the book and screened the movie 

at , 
Chequers. Churchill prodded the minister 

directing SOE to air.-drop small explosions 
sabotage to oc<:upted 
with Steinbeck's ideas. the gentleman, 
Selbourne, had recently decided that sab,otas;!e 
rn111 11�t., .:: would Nazi 

Christopher 
Marine 

Quantico, VA 
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republic with- a governing framework that is unmatched in the history of 

m� : : mankind. The Founders' principles are expressed most eloquently in the : i · Declaration of Independence, which proclaims that "all men are created equal, · i 
� '1-tJ :  
� that they are endowed by their Creator-with certain unalienable rights." � : m T odav, our nation is at war with enemies who despise our way of life and think m ! 
� us weak , 

and corrupt. They are wrong, but too many Americans are unwilling to '1-tJ : 
: �  � : 
i � say why, having abso.rbed the nihilism of-ivory ... tuwer intellectuals and the � i 
i � cynicism of popular culture, which deny the self ... evident truths on which our � � 
i � country was founded. The Claremont Institute is not embarrassed to say that '1-tJ � 
i � those who denigrate our heritage are mistaken-and we can explain why. Other � � i � conservative organizations share our dedication to limited government, free � � 
: � markets, and a strong national defense. But only the Claremont Institute is � : 
! m devoted to understanding how the moral and political philosophy of the m l 
� American Founding can guide us today. � � 
� � �  
� Through our books, policy briefings, editorials, conferences, and the m ! 

! � Claremont Review of Books, the Institute engages Americans in an informed � ! : � discussion of how to rebuild our civic institutions. We hope you will join us in � : i � recovering America's original principles. Our prosperity, our freedom, and our � � 
i � security depend on it. � ' 
: � '1-tJ 
i �  � � m  � 
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